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Decoding Media Bias:
Your goal is to compare how different news outlets 
present information to see potential bias in 
reporting.

MEDIA BIAS

 

occurs when journalists or news organizations allow their 
own opinions to affect the news that they report and the way that 
they report it.

Go to the following news organizations and complete the questions below.

News Website Politics Section News ItemsHomepage News Items

CNN 
http://www.cnn.com/ 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Fox News 
http://www.foxnews.com/ 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

MSNBC 
http://www.msnbc.com/ 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

3 .

What do you notice/stands 
out to you about the 
differences?

Why do the different news 
organizations have 
different stories?
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Social Media Campaign Assessment:
Your task is to examine different campaign goals, 
target audience, messaging, and use of visuals. Click 
on the links below and answer the 2 questions.

What elements of the video helped to make it seem 
authentic/truthful?

https://wish.org/batkid

2. In your opinion, why did  this campaign work?

1. What is this campaign about?
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Social Media Campaign Assessment:
Your task is to examine different campaign goals, 
target audience, messaging, and use of visuals. Click 
on the links below and answer the 2 questions.

What elements of the video helped to make it seem 
authentic/truthful?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IhJEQ7BAEY&ab_channel=BCProductions
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2. In your opinion, why did  this campaign work?

1. What is this campaign about?
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Media Literacy in History:  
Take a look at how the media covered the moon 
landing in 1969 and how the media look at it today. 
Remember, this is just one of many ways the media can 
cover and portray the moon landing – then and now!

1969
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Media Literacy in History:
Look at how the media covered the moon landing in 
1969 and how the media look at it today. Remember 
this is just one of many narratives the media cover 
about the moon landing.

2022
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What are some similarities – and differences – with how the1.
moon landing was portrayed in 1969 and also in 2022? 

Does this tell us how media representations can change over2.
time and how historical narratives are constructed?

Media Literacy in History:
Now that you’ve seen how the moon landing was 
covered in both 1969 and 2022, answer the questions 
below.
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